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ENHANCE YOUR API SECURITY

HOW PING AND TIBCO WORK

Organizations are adopting API strategies to more efficiently

TOGETHER

provide access to data, applications and services. While APIs
are creating powerful ways for businesses to streamline
partnerships and stimulate growth, they are also introducing
a growing number of vulnerabilities that are being abused
by bad actors. These security gaps are leading to costly
breaches and disruptions, negatively affecting the bottom line
and reputations of impacted organizations all over the globe.
To protect themselves, businesses need to extend their
security practices to focus on hacking attacks specific to
APIs, including:
• Exploitation of OWASP API Top 10 vulnerabilities
• Use of stolen credentials to take over accounts and
compromise data
• Targeted DoS/DDoS attacks that disrupt API services
while staying below rate limits
Defending against these threats requires an API security
strategy that leverages standards-based access control to
provide secure connections to APIs, deep visibility into API
traffic to better understand API behavior, and threat detection
to automatically block attacks.
To protect organizations from the latest wave of cyberattacks
aimed at the unique vulnerabilities of individual APIs, Ping
Identity and TIBCO have partnered to provide an integrated
API security solution.

The combination of the Ping Intelligent Identity Platform and
the TIBCO Cloud Mashery Full Lifecycle API Management
Platform provides a complete solution to design, develop and
secure an organization’s APIs across on-premises, private or
public clouds, and hybrid IT environments.
• TIBCO Cloud™ Mashery® is a market-leading, cloudnative API management platform for enterprises
using APIs and cloud-native technologies to
transform digitally. Its rich set of capabilities
includes API creation, productization, security and
analytics of your API program and community of
developers. Now, the cloud-native enterprise has a
platform to power their digitally disruptive initiatives.
TIBCO Cloud Mashery: the cloud-native API platform
you can deploy anywhere, and use to manage APIs
from everywhere.
• The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides an
additional layer of API security that uses artificial
intelligence (AI) to automatically detect and block
threats to APIs, discover newly added APIs, provide
deep API traffic visibility and reporting, and leverage
deception (honeypot) capabilities to immediately
block known threats to APIs.
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An integrated API security solution includes TIBCO Cloud Mashery for API management, PingFederate as an OAuth authorization
server and for token mediation, and PingIntelligence for APIs for traffic visibility and AI-based attack detection.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Ping Identity integrates with TIBCO Cloud Mashery to protect against unique API vulnerabilities by giving organizations:
• Complete visibility into API traffic. Complement business analytics with insight into API traffic to be able to report for
compliance or forensic purposes.
• API discovery. Ensure awareness of APIs that may be inadvertently exposed, unknown or forgotten.
• AI-powered protection from API attacks. Discover anomalous behavior to automatically detect and block threats from
bad actors.
• API deception for attack detection and blocking. Use deception to identify and quarantine potential hackers before they
access production APIs.
Together, Ping and TIBCO enable organizations to be confident in their digital transformation initiatives with a solution that provides
robust API attack protection.
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For more information about how Ping Identity and TIBCO joint solutions can help your business, contact Ping or TIBCO.
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